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There’s never been a simpler, easier or 
safer way to learn the joys of riding.      
OSET electric mini bikes are light, simple 
machines that are amazingly easy for 
young children to learn on. Now, for the 
first time ever, children as young as 3 can 
learn all the fundamentals of riding in a 
safe, clean, non-intimidating way.

OSETs are driven by electric motors, which 
have the benefits of being powerful, 
torquey, fast accelerating and, above all... 
silent. Kids are not afraid to learn, which is 
half the battle for new riders. Instead of 
being put off by noisy, smelly gasoline 
bikes, OSET riders simply twist and go!

As well as being simple, OSETs are fully 
functional mini-motorcycles. Each has a 
twist grip throttle, front and rear brakes 
and full suspension. In addition, OSETs can 
be easily adjusted to suit the skill level of 
the rider. A ‘speed dial’ can be quickly set 
by the responsible adult to a top speed 
anywhere from zero to maximum.

There really are no comparable bikes to 
learn on. Where gasoline bikes are heavy, 
noisy, smelly and difficult to maintain, 
OSETs are light, silent and low mainte-
nance. In fact, OSETs are easier to learn on 
than bicycles. There’s no pedaling! Simply 
set a low speed and support the rider.

Learning to ride the fun & easy way.
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One of the biggest advantages is that 
OSETs can be used every day, without 
annoying anybody. Riding in the yard, the 
neighbors yard (with permission!) or even 
in the house is possible. The bikes don’t 
make noise, don’t drip oil and are small 
enough to be ridden in confined spaces. 
OSETs are Trials bikes, designed to be 
ridden in tight spots, over obstacles, up 
and down hills.

Skills learned on Trials bikes apply to any 
form of riding. OSET riders can go on to 
excel in any two wheeled sport. Skilled 
riders are safer riders. If all the fundamen-
tals of riding are learned at a young age, 
they can be safer riders for life.

At OSET, we’ve witnessed 2 and 3 year  
olds riding proficiently on two wheels, 4 
year olds pulling big wheelies, 5 year olds 
doing ‘splatters’, 6 year olds doing turn-
stoppies, and 8 year olds doing flip turns. 
These are techniques that simply can not 
be learned on gas bikes. This puts OSET 
riders YEARS ahead. Because real 
techniques can be learned so young, good 
habits start right at the beginning.

OSETs are now a fundamental part of 
many club events all over the world, and 
are the starting point for young riders 
learning to ride. OSETs are now the 
starting point, and the foundation for the 
future of various motorcycle sports.

The Future is now!
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The language of riding is like any other. It’s easiest to learn 
when you’re young. Now, for the first time, a bike is 
available that young riders don’t have to fight. These bikes 
are simply RIGHT!

Gas bikes can only be used in designated areas that are 
usually a drive away. Dad usually wants to ride too. Natu-
rally, the child wants Dad to instruct, start his/her bike and 
pick up the bike if they fall. Dad usually doesn’t get much 
riding time, and often decides to leave the kid at home 
next time! Even when the child does ride, it’s all they can 
do to balance, twist the throttle and turn the bars. Virtually 
no REAL technique is learned from this!

OSET bikes are virtually silent, and have no oil or gas to 
leak, no kickstart, no hot exhaust, no carburetors, no 
jetting. OSETs work as well at 13,000’ as at sea level!

The child can ride in MANY more areas. Courses can be set 
up in the back yard, in the garage... even in the house! Of 
course, they can also be used at some tracks, in fields and 
many other places. While you’re having a cup of coffee, 
your child can be riding! Because the bikes weigh so little, 
the children learn how to use their bodies on the bike by 
standing up, hopping, leaning the bike into turns, lifting 
the wheels and so much more! They can attempt many 
more obstacles and techniques in the knowledge that if 
they get it wrong, they can hold the bike up and save it due 
to the light weight and low seat height.

With their Trials Bike geometry and fast accelerating 
electric motors, OSETs allow their riders to develop skills 
that put them literally YEARS ahead of the gas bike riders!

Learn the language of riding.
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The OSET 12.5 is for the under 5’s while the 16.0 is the perfect machine for 
riders from 5 to 10 years old. The 16.0 has two options - a 24v version for 
the younger and less experienced riders and a very powerful 36v version 
for older and more experienced riders. All bikes have powerful  rare earth 
neodymium magnet motors. With such light bikes, and lightweight riders, 
these machines will easily climb steep hills and leap up rock steps. A full 
coverage chain guard and parental speed dial allow parents to be in 
control of the rider. With great suspension and an awesome disc brake, 
these bikes are amazing! Please see the web-ste for more detail and to see 
lots of customer video’s!

OSET 12.5
Wheelbase - 28”
Seat Height - 15”
Handlebar Height - 25”
Motor  - 500w
Top Speed  - 14mph
Weight  - 47lbs
Brakes:  - V-Brake(F), Band(R)
Suspension:  - Telescopic (F), Spring (R)
Tires:   - 12.5” x 2.4”.

OSET16.0 24v/36v
Wheelbase - 35”
Seat Height - 18.5”
Handlebar Height - 30”
Motor           -  600w-24v, 750w-36v
Top Speed  - 15mph
Weight                 - 57/62lbs
Brakes:    - Discs - F&R
Suspension:     - Telescopic (F), Spring (R)
Tires:         - 16” x 2.5”-F/2.7”-R

OSET Bikes Australia

www.osetbikes.com.au
sales@osetbikes.com.au

0403 260 779 


